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ABSTRACT

1

Cycle accurate DRAM simulations have been the dominating architecture simulation model for DRAM for a long time. Although
accurate, its poor simulation speed has not improved for years
while a lot of other architecture simulators such as CPU and cache
simulators have moved away from cycle-accurate models for better
performance. In this paper, we discuss limitations of cycle-accurate
DRAM models, through simulation experiments, we show that
cycle-accurate DRAM simulator is becoming a dominant part of
overall simulation time when paired with modern CPU simulators.
We also demonstrate the inherent inflexibility of cycle-accurate
models becomes the roadblock for faster simulation speed and integration with other non-cycle-accurate simulation frameworks.
Finally, we discuss alternative modeling techniques for DRAM simulation and point out potential pathways to further DRAM simulation technique.

Architecture simulation is an essential method for researching and
developing new architectures and systems. Cycle-accurate simulation has been seen as the necessity for simulation accuracy. In recent
years, however, the proliferation of many-core systems changed
the landscape of simulations: On one hand, the simulation time to
simulate a multi-core CPU grows linearly, or even superlinearly.
On the other hand, many-core systems can potentially speed up
simulations substantially if simulators are designed to be running
in parallel. With the drive of both forces, CPU simulators have
moved away from cycle-accurate simulation models in pursuit of
simulation speed and scalability. We will talk more about these
non-cycle accurate techniques in Section 2.
Long been the prevalent main memory media, the accuracy of
DRAM simulation is crucial to the overall accuracy of the simulated system. Like CPU simulators used to be, DRAM simulators
are dominantly cycle-accurate models. Often times cycle-accurate
DRAM simulators are integrated with CPU simulators to provide
accurate memory timings. With the CPU simulators moving away
from cycle-accurate models so that they can run much faster, DRAM
simulation speed starts to bottleneck the overall simulation speed.
To demonstrate how much time is spent in the DRAM simulators,
we run a set of benchmarks with two types of CPU models using
the same DRAM simulator, and breakdown the simulation time
based on the wall timers we planted in our code. Detailed simulation configuration will be described in Section 3. As shown in
Figure 1, with cycle-accurate out-of-order (O3) CPU model, the
DRAM simulator only accounts for 10% to 30% of the overall simulation time. But as we switch to a faster CPU model, the DRAM
simulation time bloats to 70% to 80% of overall simulation time.
Note that the DRAM simulator we use here is already the fastest
cycle-accurate DRAM simulator available, which signifies this is
a fundamental issue of the cycle-accurate model rather than an
implementation issue. Also, these results are not limited to specific
CPU simulator implementations, because CPU simulator running
at a similar speed will produce similar amount of memory requests
in the same time frame, and therefore the DRAM simulator will
be under the same amount of workload and cost the same amount
of time to run. Performance aside, some non-cycle-accurate CPU
simulators still manage a way to work with cycle-accurate DRAM
simulators. But the incompatibility causes accuracy issues, which
we will further discuss in Section 3.2.
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Cycle-accurate O3 CPU w/ cycle-accurate DRAM
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2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
2.1 DRAM Modeling

2.2

Each DRAM cell operates like a capacitor: it can be charged, discharged and needs to be periodically refreshed to retain its value.
DRAM cells form rows and columns in a bank that is a basic semiindependent operational unit, each bank has its sense amplifiers
that amplify signals of DRAM cells for transmission on the external
bus. Like capacitors, these operations on DRAM cells take time to
finish, and thus imposing mandatory timing constraints on DRAM
operations. For example, a READ/WRITE command needs to be
at least tRCD cycles apart from previous row activation command
ACT. Banks share a command and data bus, leading to another layer
of constraints. The DRAM controller has the sole responsibility of
bookkeeping these commands and the constraints to ensure timing
correctness and no bus conflicts. On top of this, to maximize the
performance and fairness, the controller also has the responsibility
of scheduling the requests efficiently. Studies have shown properly designed scheduling algorithms can lead to huge performance
gain[14]. Therefore, an accurate modeling of a DRAM controller

While this work primarily focuses on DRAM simulation and modeling, it is also very important to know about how CPU simulators
have improved over time. Because CPU simulators are usually the
“driver” for DRAM simulators, and DRAM simulators can certainly
take lessons from CPU simulators on how to balance accuracy and
simulation speed.
Traditionally, to achieve simulation fidelity, CPU simulators are
designed to be cycle-accurate, meaning that just like real processors,
the simulator states change cycle by cycle, and during each cycle,
the microarchitecture of CPU (and cache) is faithfully simulated.
Other simulation components such as DRAM simulators or storage
simulators also synchronize with the CPU simulator every cycle.
While simulating all the microarchitecture details achieves good
accuracy, the The downside of this approach is the simulation
speed is very slow, especially when CPUs are getting more and
more cores and deeper cache hierarchy. Simulations can easily take
days sometimes even weeks to finish.
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So, we believe it is time to review cycle accurate DRAM simulation, discuss its limitatiosn, and explore the alternative modeling
techniques.

should take into account of both correctness and scheduling performance.
Before cycle accurate simulators were adopted en masse, researchers used very simplistic models for DRAM simulations. For
example, fixed-latency model assumes all DRAM requests take the
same amount of time to finish, which completely ignores scheduling
and queuing contentions that may cause significantly longer latency.
There is also queued models that account for the queuing delay,
but they fail to comply with various DRAM timing constraints and
ignore the scheduling mechanisims that present in real controller
designs. Previous study[18] has shown that such simplistic models suffer from low accuracy comparing to cycle-accurate DRAM
models.
Then came along cycle accurate DRAM models, such as [3, 6, 8,
16, 21] and DRAMsim3[10]. These cycle-accurate DRAM simulators
usually have validated DRAM timings, and provide non-trivial
scheduling. But as we have shown, they start to negatively impact
the simulation performance.
Other than cycle accurate models, there are also event based
models such as[5, 7]. Event based model is more efficient than cycleaccurate model when the event or state updates are less frequent
than a cycle-by-cycle basis. To get as much event sparsity as possible, event based models typically does not enforce all DRAM timing
constraints, or simplify scheduling, which may result in accuracy
or scheduling performance loss. Just as [7] point out, when memory
workloads gets more intensive, the simulation performance of event
based models will eventually come close to cycle-accurate models.
In this study we also tested one event-based DRAM model and its
accuracy is less than ideal comparing to cycle-accurate models.
Finally, there are analytic DRAM models such as [4, 22]. [4]
presents a DRAM timing parameter analysis but does not provide a
simulation model. The model in [22] provides predictions on DRAM
efficiency instead of per-access timing information. These analytic
models provide insights on the timing parameters and high-level
interpretations, but have limited usage comparing to cycle-accurate
models.

1.00

Figure 1: Simulation time breakdown, CPU vs DRAM. Upper
graph represents cycle-accurate out-of-order CPU model
with cycle-accurate DRAM model. Lower graph represents
modern non cycle-accurate CPU model. The DRAM simulators are the same in both graph.

CPU Simulation Techniques
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A lot of techniques are explored to accelerate cycle-accurate
simulations, for instance, checkpointing, which saves the simulator
and program state at certain point to a file and allows the simulator
to recover from that checkpoint later with the exact same state.
This is mostly used to skip the warmup period and make sure simulations start at the same state. Similarly, some CPU simulators use
a simpler, non-cycle-accurate model to fastforward the simulation
to a warmed-up state and then switch to cycle-accurate model for
further simulation.
Some researchers such as [13] take a statistic approach, which
instruments and sample the simulated workload, uses statistic methods to identify distinctive program segments, and then extract these
distinctive segments for future simulation. The extracted segments,
which are typically called simulation points, can be then simulated
with a cycle-accurate simulator. This way, the simulation time is
cut short by simulating fewer instructions, instead of improving
the simulator itself.
More recently, CPU researchers are moving away from the
strictly cycle-accurate model due to its scalability issues. For example, SST, Graphite[11, 15] and Gem5[1] Timing CPU Model employ
One-IPC model, meaning that every instruction is one cycle in the
pipeline. Sniper[2] and ZSim[17] use approximation models for IPC
which allows them to simulate out-of-order pipeline with relatively
faster speed. Another benefit of applying this approximation model
is that CPU cores and caches can be efficiently simulated in parallel,
which allows multi-core even many-core CPU simulation applicable
with decent scaling efficiency.

3

EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section we setup our simulation framework to quantitatively
evaluate DRAM models on simulation speed and accuracy. Table 1
shows our simulation setup.
Table 1: Simulation Setup
Core Models
L1 I-Cache
L1 D-Cache
L2 Cache
L3 Cache
Main Memory
Benchmarks

Gem5 Timing CPU (IPC=1) 4GHz
Gem5 O3 CPU, 4GHz 8-issue
private, 32KB, 4-way associative,
64 Byte cache line, LRU
private, 64KB, 4-way associative,
64 Byte cache line, LRU
private, 256KB, 8-way associative,
64 Byte cache line, LRU
shared, MOESI protocol, 2MB,
16-way associative, 64 Byte cache line, LRU
DRAMsim3: DDR4-2400, HBM
Event based Model: DDR4-2400, HBM
A representative subset of SPEC CPU2017
STREAM
LMBench-like latency benchmark (ram_lat)

We choose Gem5 not only because of its reputation in accuracy,
but also because it supports multiple CPU models and DRAM models and can be easily swapped. This allows us to directly compare
two different models, whether they’re CPU models or DRAM models, while keeping all other components of the simulation the same.
And therefore we can fairly compare and evaluate different models.
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We have two CPU model choices here. First is out-of-order (O3,
or DerivO3) CPU, that faithfully simulate the details of the core
architecture, but only simulate at the rate of tens of thousands
instructions per seconds on the host machine. The other is Timing
CPU model, this is an One-IPC core model, which does not offer core
microarchitecture simulation, but runs more than 10 times faster
than O3 CPU model. Note we only use this Timing CPU model for
simulation speed experiments, in which case it represents other
CPU simulators runs at similar rate. For all accuracy evaluations,
we use O3 CPU as it is the most accurate and reliable choice we
have.
For DRAM models, we use DRAMsim3 as the representative
of cycle-accurate simulator, because it offers the best simulation
speed, and it is also hardware validated. For event based model,
we choose [5], because it is conveniently integrated into Gem5
and offers similar DRAM protocols to DRAMsim3 that allows us to
directly compare against. The DDR4 configuration in both models
are single channel, dual rank, and has the same timing parameters.
The HBM configuration in both models are 8 channel and 128 bits
wide each.
To test a wide range of memory characteristics, we use a subset of
SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks that are most representative according
to [12]. We also include ST REAM, which is very bandwidth sensitive, and ram_lat, an LMBench-like memory benchmark that is
latency sensitive. These benchmarks will show us the full spectrum
of memory characteristics and behaviors.

3.1

Cycle-accurate DRAM Simulation Time

First we experiment how much simulation time is spent in DRAM
simulator versus CPU simulator. The two subgraphs in Figure 1
was obtained by using O3 CPU model and Timing CPU model
respectively and have the same DRAMsim3 HBM backend.
Note that because HBM has 8 channels, and each channel has
an independent DRAM controller, and therefore it takes more time
to simulate HBM than a regular 1 channel DRAM. To quantify how
number of channels affects simulation time, we sweep 1, 2, 4 channels of DDR4 with Timing CPU and show the absolute simulation
time in Figure 2.
It can be seen that even with only one channel of DDR4, the
cycle-accurate DRAM simulator still accounts for an average 40%
of overall simulation time with a minimum of 30% and a maximum
of 56%. For two channel DDR4, DRAM simulation time ranges from
46% to 69% with an average of 53%. For 4 channels, the min, max
and average number are 62%, 81% and 68% respectively. While these
numbers are produced with a single simulated core, modern CPU
simulators such as [2, 11, 15, 17] can utilize multiple host cores to
simulate multiple simulated cores, making the core simulation time
scalable, therefore we can still conclude that DRAM cycle-accurate
simulation does not scale with regards to number of channels, and
it takes a significant proportion of simulation time even with only
1 DRAM channel.

3.2

ZSim: A Case Study

Besides the poor simulation speed, cycle accurate DRAM simulation
also poses compatibility issues when integrated with modern CPU
simulators or frameworks, especially those that rely on parallel
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Figure 2: Absolute simulation time breakdown of Timing
CPU with 1, 2, and 4 channels of cycle-accurate DDR4. The
bottom component of each bar represents the CPU simulation time and the top component is the DRAM simulation
time.
simulation for speed, as cycle accurate model requires synchronization every cycle, which will create huge overhead for parallel
performance. For example, [2, 11] do not include a cycle accurate
main memory backend at all. [17] supports cycle accurate memory
backend, but as we will see soon, it has its issues when integrating
a cycle accurate memory backend.
The problem was first discovered by [20], who observed a memory latency error of about 20ns when they tested a memory latency
benchmark. But [20] did not answer where this 20ns missing latency
comes from as was suspecting the error came from the cycle accurate DRAM simulator or the NoC latency that was not modeled. We
will analyze this problem and provide a conclusive answer to this
question. We will also illustrate other “side effects” we discovered
along the way, such as the model incompatibility issue.
To replicate the issue independently, we developed a simplified
version of LMBench(ram_lat we referred in Table 1) that randomly
traverse a huge array, and measure the average latency of each
access. When the array is too large to fit in the cache and most
accesses go to DRAM, the average access latency will include the
DRAM latency. The benchmark inserts timestamps before and after the memory traversal, and uses them to determine the overall
latency of a certain number of memory requests, and divides the
number of requests to obtain average memory latency. This average
memory latency consists of cache latency and DRAM latency, and
thus we use the term overall latency in the following discussion.
Like [20], we ran this benchmark natively on our machine to
obtain “hardware measured” latency(72ns), then ran it in ZSim
along with DRAMSim2 as DRAM backend, and we were able to
reproduce similar results as [20]. That is, the overall latency (43ns)
is 29ns lower than hardware measurement (72ns). To determine
whether this is a ZSim specific issue or DRAM simulator issue, we
ran the same benchmark in Gem5 with the same cache and DRAM
parameters, and this time, the overall latency is 78ns, much closer to
our hardware measurement. So we conclude this is a ZSim specific
issue not a DRAM simulator issue. We then further looked into the
simulator statistics, and found that the DRAM latency reported by

the DRAM simulator in Gem5 is 55ns, which makes sense as the
overall latency (78ns) should be a combination of DRAM latency
(55ns) and cache latency (23ns). However, in ZSim, the DRAM
latency reported by the DRAM simulator is 73ns, much higher than
overall latency, which makes no sense. Figure 3a visualizes these
results. This again confirms the issue lies within the ZSim memory
model.
The way ZSim memory model works is, it has two phases of memory models, the first phase is an fixed latency model that assumes
a fixed “minimum latency” for all memory events. The purpose is
to simulate instructions as fast as possible, and generates a trace
of memory events. After the memory event trace is generated, the
second phase kicks in and that is when the cycle accurate DRAM
simulator actually works, the cycle accurate simulation uses the
event trace as input and update latency timings associated with
these events.
For instance, Figure 3b demonstrates how ZSim memory model
handles memory requests differently from hardware/cycle accurate
models. Suppose there are 3 back-to-back memory requests(each
relies on the completion of previous one). In real hardware or a
cycle accurate model, each memory request’s latency may vary and
next request cannot be issued until the previous request is returned.
In ZSim Phase 1, all requests are assumed to be finished with “minimum latency”, and therefore finish earlier than they should. Then
in ZSim Phase 2, cycle accurate simulation is performed, more accurate latency timing is produced by cycle accurate simulator and
all 3 requests update their timings. But even if all memory requests
obtain correct timings in Phase 2, unfortunately, when the simulated program, like our benchmark, has instrumenting instructions
such as reading system clock, it will obtain the timing numbers
during Phase 1, which can be substantially smaller. This is why the
overall latency is much smaller than DRAM latency.
So in other words, the “minimum latency” ZSim parameter will
dictate the latency observed by the simulated program. To verify
this claim, we run the same simulation with different “minimum
latency” parameters, and plot them against the benchmark reported
latency and DRAM simulator reported latency altogether, as in
Figure 4.
It can be seen in Figure 4 that, while we increase the “minimum
latency” parameter, the overall latency pronounced by benchmark
increases correspondingly, while the DRAM simulator reported
latency keeps steady.
The reason that ZSim has to use a two-phase memory model is
that it has to have a memory model that can give a latency upon first
sight so that it can generate an event trace during an interval. Only
model that is able to do so is fixed latency model but apparently it
is not accurate enough and cannot handle dynamic contention and
therefore ZSim requires a second, cycle accurate phase to correct the
timings. In addition to this self-instrumenting errors, the broader
issue is during the second phase, the memory requests received by
the memory controller will have an inaccurate inter-arrival timing
produced by Phase 1, which may alter the results of cycle accurate
simulation results. In other words, the inaccuracy in Phase 1 can
lead to further inaccuracy of Phase 2 memory simulation.
The root cause for the convoluted memory model of ZSim, and
other fast simulator that do not support cycle accurate DRAM simulator is, cycle accurate DRAM simulator is no longer compatible

Rethinking Cycle Accurate DRAM Simulation
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Figure 3: Simulator memory latency analysis
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We run the simulation with single thread, 8 threads and 4 threads
and then compare the overall simulation time. The results can be
found in Figure 5.
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3.3

Synchronization Overhead

With increasing channel-level parallelism of modern DRAM protocols and the logic independence of each channel, one would naturally think about using multi-threading to simulate these channels
in parallel to speed up the simulation.
We optimize DRAMsim3 for parallel simulation so that there is
no shared writable data structure among each channel simulated
in parallel. We also use no more threads than number of channels
simulated, and use low overhead thread scheduling to minimize
the threading overhead. In our simulations, we use 8-channel HBM

ca

with these fast abstract simulation model, and there are yet no good
alternatives that works with these abstract models.
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Figure 4: Varying ZSim “minimum latency” parameter
changes the benchmark reported latency, but has little to
none effect on DRAM simulator.
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Figure 5: Relative simulation time for 8-channel multithreaded HBM simulation with 8 threads and 4 threads normalized to single thread simulation time.
It can be seen that the multi-thread setups are, in all cases, slower
than single thread version, in some cases it’s even 1.6x slower. The
reason is that the parallel region of the DRAM simulation only
exists in each DRAM cycle, which has a such small granularity the
overhead of doing thread synchronization weighs much more than
the acceleration that can be brought by multi-threading.
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4

Event Based DRAM Model

As we stated earlier, even based DRAM models typically offers
better simulation performance than cycle-accurate models. But a
general concern is the accuracy implication. To obtain a comprehension of event based model accuracy, we compare the event based
DRAM model[5] included in Gem5 with DRAMsim3. Both simulators are integrated into the same Gem5 build so that we can conduct
a fair comparison of same CPU, cache, and benchmark with only
the DRAM model being different. For both DRAM models, we run
all the benchmarks with a DDR4 profile and an HBM profile. The
DDR4/HBM timing parameters are configured to the same in both
DRAMsim3 and the event based model. The CPU model we use to
evaluate accuracy is the Gem5 O3 CPU model, which provides deterministic, reproducible results. We use the CPI numbers obtained
by DRAMsim3 backed simulations as baseline, and plot the relative
CPI of event based simulations in percentage, shown in Figure 6.
The CPI difference ranges from 3% to almost 60% across all benchmarks. In general, less memory-intensive benchmarks tend to have
lower CPI differences. The DDR4 event based model averages a 15%
CPI difference and the HBM event based model averages a 28% CPI
difference from their cycle accurate counterparts. While we cannot
conclusively say the difference in CPI translates to inaccuracy as
the event based model implements different scheduling policy for
the controller, the CPI difference is way higher than those between
cycle accurate models. So even though event based model can be
several times faster than cycle accurate models, one has to make
sure the accuracy is acceptable for the kind of workload he or she
wants to simulate.

4.2
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ALTERNATIVE MODELING TECHNIQUE

In Section 3, we quantitatively signified how cycle accurate models
are holding back simulation performance, and becoming roadblocks
to fit into modern simulation frameworks. In this section, we talk
about alternative modeling techniques to cycle accurate DRAM
simulation and how they may avoid these limitations.
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Other than the limitation to multi-threading, another aspect of
synchronization problem presents in cycle accurate model is the
integration into other parallel simulation framework such as SST.
As a simulation framework, SST can integrate individual component
simulators (e.g. DRAMSim2) and provide an interface for each
component to communicate with each other. Doing so allows SST
to distribute simulated components to different cores or machines
and simulate them in parallel. The implementation of the wrapper
interface for DRAMSim2, for instance, treats each cycle of DRAM
as an event. This means the simulation framework, when a cycle
accurate DRAM simulator is present, has to synchronize with the
DRAM simulator every single cycle, even if the synchronization
event could be a costly MPI call over the wire. At this point it is
hard to justify running the DRAM simulator in a separate thread
or process in such simulation framework.
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Separating Interface with Implementation

While cycle accurate model provides excellent accuracy, the interface of a cycle accurate simulator does not have to be cycle by

Figure 6: CPI differences of an event based model in percentage comparing to its cycle-accurate counterpart. DDR4 and
HBM protocols are evaluated.

cycle based, and hence the concept of separating interface with
implementation.
Separating the interface with the cycle accurate core can address
a lot of the limitations discussed in Section 3. For example, when
running the DRAM simulator along with another CPU simulator,
we may be able to afford to run the DRAM simulator with a different
thread on a different core because if the DRAM simulator does not
have to synchronize with the CPU simulator so frequently, then
running them concurrently can potentially be beneficial to the
simulation performance.
The challenge here is how to implement the non-cycle-accurate
interface. One simple but effective approach, as shown in [9], is to
use a relax synchronization mechanism, which is to synchronize the
CPU with DRAM simulator every few cycles instead of every cycle.
Essentially this provides the CPU simulator a slower interface than
the cycle accurate DRAM simulator. As shown in [9], synchronizing
every 8 DRAM cycles will only have an average of less than 1%
of accuracy loss in terms of CPI, but can speed up the simulation
by 40% on average when the cycle accurate backend is running in
parallel.
A more complicated approach would be an event based, or dynamic synchronization interface. That is, the DRAM and CPU simulator have to agree on the next synchronization point before they
resume their own simulation. The challenge here is to develop the
method that determines the next synchronization point: the next
synchronization point, ideally, should be far enough so that it compensates the synchronization overhead, but not too far for either
simulator to enter a irreversible state that causes unacceptable inaccuracy in simulations. For example, a irreversible state change
could mean DRAM opening or closing a page, and say if there is a
memory request from CPU that is supposed to be a page hit, but
because the DRAM and the CPU did not synchronize before the
DRAM controller decides to close that page, then that memory
request will become a page miss, and thus producing more latency
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than it should be. It also means the implementation of the DRAM
simulator may need to be able to “fast forward” some requests to
compensate the the delay these requests suffered when they were
waiting for the synchronization on the CPU side.

4.3

Statistical Models

Different from analytic models that provide a high level analysis
we discussed in Section 2.1 the statistical models here means to
provide a on-the-fly DRAM timing per request based on a “trained”
statistical or machine learning model.
The foundation of why such a statistical model would work on
DRAM is that:
• DRAM banks only have a finite number of states.
• The timing of each DRAM request has already been largely
dictated by the DRAM states when it arrives at the controller.
• Our observation shows most DRAM request latency fall into
very few latency buckets, indicating it is likely the result of
previous two points.
And we will explain/verify each of the claim one by one as following.
DRAM banks only have a finite number of states: a DRAM
bank can be modeled as a state machine, it can be in idle, open,
refreshing, or low power states. Although there are typically thousands of rows that can be opened or closed, what matters to a
specific request to a bank is whether the row of that request is open
or not, so it will reduce to 2 states in this regard. Similarly while
there can be multiple banks in a rank and even multiple ranks in a
channel, but for each request there is only a subset of these states
that really matter to the timing of that request. Also, the queuing
status when a new request arrives can also be accounted as states.
The timing of each DRAM request has already been largely
dictated by the DRAM states when it arrives at the controller:
intuitively speaking, when a request arrives at the DRAM controller,
there are very limited actions for the controller can take. It either A)
process this request, whether it’s because it gets prioritized by the
scheduler, or just because there is no other requests to be processed
at the time, or B) hold the request whether it’s because there are contention other events are happening such as the current rank/bank
is refreshing. Most of the scenarios here can be represented as a
“state” like we previously discussed.
Our observation shows most DRAM request latency fall
into very few latency buckets, meaning that they are likely
to be predictable: we plot the memory latency distribution of the
12 benchmarks we tested as Figure 7. We clip each histogram at
the 99 percentile latency point for better visual. It can be seen that
although every benchmark has a long tail latency that stretches to
over 400 cycles (likely the results of having to wait for a refresh
which is 420 cycles in this case), the 90-percentile line and the
distribution itself indicates most of the memory latency are limited
to quite a few latency buckets. Note that we are not claiming these
few latency buckets translate to only a few unique latency values: in
most cases, each bucket represents 10 cycles; there are also requests
that are have low-count latency values, they are not obvious on the
plots but are certainly there.
This distribution fits into a statistical or machine learning model
very well: the majority of the cases are predictable while the corner
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cases are there to optimize. With a statistical or machine learning
model, while we cannot handle 100% of the requests accurately
like a cycle accurate simulator, but if we can accurately predict,
say 90% of the requests at the cost of a fraction of simulation time,
then the trade-off may be worth the accuracy loss, especially for
CPU and cache researchers who only need a “accurate enough” but
preferably much faster memory model.
There are early efforts such as [19] that tries to build memory
controller models around the same idea. [19] treats the targeted
memory controller as a “black box”, and by observing and modeling
the distribution of the memory latency, a statistical model can be
built to simulate the targeted memory controller. However, [19]
is not designed as an architecture simulator, and is not evaluated
as such. We still need more concrete proof-of-concepts for the
statistical idea.

5

CONCLUSION

In this study we empirically discussed the limitations of cycle accurate DRAM simulation models. We showed that while still being the
most accurate model, cycle accurate DRAM models cannot keep up
with the trend of architecture simulator development in terms of
simulation performance and model compatibility. We further compared and explored other modeling techniques that are promising
alternatives to cycle accurate models.
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